Large-scale genetic interaction studies provide the basis for defining gene function and pathway architecture. Recent advances in the ability to generate double mutants en masse in S. cerevisiae have dramatically accelerated the acquisition of genetic interaction information and the biological inferences that follow. Here, we describe a method based on F-driven conjugation, which allows for high-throughput generation of double mutants in E. coli. This method, termed Genetic Interaction ANalysis Technology for E. coli (GIANT-coli), permits us to systematically generate and array double mutant cells on solid media, in high-density arrays. We show that colony size provides a robust and quantitative output of cellular fitness and that GIANT-coli can recapitulate known synthetic interactions and identify new negative (synthetic sickness/lethality) and positive (suppressive/epistatic) relationships. Finally, we describe a complementary strategy for suppressor mutant identification on a genome-wide level. Together, these methods permit rapid, large-scale genetic interaction studies in E. coli.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic interactions report on the extent to which the function of one gene depends on the presence of a second gene and have a long history of facilitating the identification and characterization of cellular pathways. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, recent advances in the ability to systematically create double mutant strains have resulted in new technologies enabling genome-wide genetic interaction screens1. Both the plate based synthetic genetic array (SGA)2, 3 and diploid based synthetic lethality analysis on microarrays (dSLAM)4 approaches identify negative interactions, i.e. synthetic sick/lethal (SSL) pairs. E-MAP (Epistatic Mini Array Profiles)5, 6 extends this analysis by quantitatively assessing colony size so that positive interactions can be identified as well; in those cases the double mutant is healthier than would be expected based on the growth of the two single mutants. Together, these three approaches have led to a dramatic increase in the number of genetic interactions reported, and have provided functional insights into numerous cellular networks. The E-MAP technology has been extended to Schizosaccharomyces pombe7 and analogous approaches have been developed in C. elegans using RNAi technology8.
Genetic interaction screens are relatively rare in bacteria, and when employed, usually interrogate a limited query gene-set. Additionally, synthetic lethal double mutants are nonviable in the haploid state, meaning that their identification in prokaryotes is difficult using conventional genetic tools. Although conditional alleles are sometimes used, strategies must be developed on a case-by-case basis, preventing high-throughput approaches that facilitate the functional characterization of unknown genes. As a consequence reports of genetic interactions in E. coli are rare; we are aware of fewer than 200 reported synthetic lethal interactions, as compared to almost 20,000 in S. cerevisiae9, even though the two genomes are of roughly comparable size. Lack of genetic interaction data undoubtedly contributes to the lagging functional annotation of bacterial genomes. Even in E. coli and B. subtilis, arguably the best-studied prokaryotes, one third of the genes are of unknown function10, 11. The situation is worse for less studied bacteria and is exacerbated by the immense amount of information from genomic and metagenomic approaches. To-date, 626 bacterial genomes have been sequenced, and 961 are in progress (NCBI database). Nextgeneration sequencing technologies ensure that the pace of discovering new genes will accelerate. The development of high-throughput genetic interaction screens applicable to bacterial species will be invaluable in utilizing this information to understand gene function and pathway organization.
Here, we report a method, termed GIANT-Coli (Genetic Interaction ANalysis Technology for E. coli) that allows for high-throughput generation of double mutant strains for the first time in E. coli. This method can be used for large-scale quantitative analyses of genetic interactions and is compatible with both the 384 and 1536 high-density arrays. GIANT-Coli is based on the well-characterized Hfr conjugation gene transfer system and uses two comprehensive E. coli mutant libraries of ~4000 single-gene deletions. Additionally, we have developed facile methods to convert F − female (recipient) strains into Hfr males (donors) en masse and have devised a simple variant of our genetic interaction methodology that identifies single-gene knockouts able to suppress deletions that cause a conditional lethal phenotype. These methods will permit rapid exploration of the genetic interaction landscape in E. coli.
RESULTS

Rationale for Method of Gene Transfer
The major bottleneck in producing genetic interaction data is developing a robust method for mass generation of double gene knockouts. To accomplish that, we chose to transfer marked deletions from one E. coli strain to another using the efficient Hfr mating (conjugation) transfer system. Conjugation works well on solid agar surfaces, making it amenable to high throughput technology. The Hfr donor (male) has a chromosomally integrated conjugative F plasmid. Upon contact with a recipient cell lacking an F (F − ; female), the Hfr donor is nicked at the origin of transfer (oriT) within the integrated F plasmid. Oriented transfer of a single strand of the circular E. coli chromosome proceeds from oriT. The transferred singlestranded DNA is replicated in the recipient and maintained only by integration via double crossover. As existing Hfr strains12 have multiple and often not completely defined mutations, we created an isogenic Hfr by transducing the previously described "pseudo Hfr"13 into our wildtype background. The "pseudo-Hfr" has the transfer region of F integrated at trp13 and since it transferred as efficiently as the classic high mating Hfr 3000 strain14 in our high-throughput mating methodology ( Supplementary Fig. 1A, B) , it was used in all subsequent experiments in this report.
Development of GIANT-coli
The high-throughput mating system has 3 steps (Fig. 1) . In Step 1, the donor strain, a pseudo-Hfr containing a single gene deletion marked with the kanamycin resistance gene kan (Keio collection15), was mated on agar plates to ASKA "recipient strains", a set of single-gene knockouts marked with the chloramphenicol resistance gene cat (N. Yamamoto et al. unpublished data) or vice versa. In our high-throughput format, recipient strains were robotically arrayed on agar plates in the desired format (384, 768 or 1536 colonies per plate), grown overnight and then transferred onto an agar plate previously inoculated with a lawn of an isogenic donor strain. These "mating plates" were incubated overnight to allow growth and mating of the parental strains. In Step 2, cells were transferred robotically from the mating plates onto plates containing kanamycin ("intermediate selection"). The rationale for this "intermediate selection" is explained in (A) below. In Step 3, cells from the intermediate selection plate were pinned onto a plate containing both antibiotics to select for double recombinants. The double recombinant colonies were imaged after growing for an experimentally determined time that ensures low background growth of synthetic lethal pairs and permits easy differentiation between sick and healthy mutants (see Supplementary Fig.  1E for detailed protocol). Note that these colonies are the visible manifestation of the cells arrayed on the plate and do not arise from a single cell.
Three critical parameters were optimized so that this procedure performed robustly: 1) efficiency of mating, 2) efficient transfer of most of the chromosome and 3) low recovery of strains in which the locus examined has been duplicated, leading to recovery of "false positives". First, for efficient and reproducible mating, the ratio between donor and recipient cells proved critical. We standardized growth phase, number of the donor cells, and time of growth of lawn prior to transferring arrayed recipients ( Supplementary Fig. 1E ). Second, we found that long matings on a solid surface partially obviate the problem of poor efficiency of transfer of markers far from oriT, as a marker 4.2 MB from trp::oriT (90% coverage of the chromosome) showed no substantial drop in the recovery of recombinants, as measured by colony size (data not shown). Third, we developed two strategies to minimize recovery of false positives, created by duplication of a region of the chromosome. We monitored the effectiveness of these strategies by their ability to prevent recipients with a single gene marked by both the donor and recipient antibiotics (e.g. A::kan and A::cat), which we refer to as "self-mating".
(A) The intermediate selection step-Rapidly growing E. coli in LB initiates multiple (≤16) rounds of replication16, allowing for facile generation of strains with duplicated regions of the chromosome. Plating directly on the double antibiotic selects for and maintains such strains, thereby increasing the fraction of "self-mating" recombinants. As the "intermediate selection" plates have only the bacteriocidal antibiotic (kanamycin), duplicated regions that confer resistance to both antibiotics are not selected. Instead, they are eliminated by spontaneous resolution of this unstable state and by competition from growth of the kanamycin resistant (Kan R ) parent. Moreover, only one parent is transferred to the subsequent double antibiotic plate, eliminating new rounds of mating and further generation of rare duplications. This step also magnifies small differences in growth of the daughter double mutants, allowing for easier detection of genetic interactions. The intermediate selection virtually eliminates background from "self-mating" as well as growth observed with truly synthetic lethal pairs ( Supplementary Fig. 1C , D).
(B) The minimal media protocol-As multiple genomes are the primary source of duplication events, when mating was performed on M9 glycerol medium where cells have ~1 genome per cell17, the background growth of self-mating and synthetic lethal pairs was substantially decreased (data not shown). The intermediate selection decreased this background even further.
Validation of GIANT-Coli
To assess our strategy for mapping genetic interactions in E. coli, we performed a 12 by 12 genetic cross, which provided 66 distinct, pair-wise double mutant strains as well as 12 selfmatings. Our choice of genes (surA, ybaY, ycbS, ompC, yraI, cpxR, degP, pal, ompA, yfgL, yraP and basR) was based on: i) spatial compartmentalization to increase interaction probability; all gene-products studied here have roles associated with the envelope compartment, ii) gene pairs with known interactions as a positive control (surA-degP, surAyfgL, degP-yfgL), iii) gene pairs close together in the chromosome to provide information about the linkage cut-off of our methodology (yraP-yraI, ompA-ycbS), iv) a marker far from oriT to evaluate whether chromosomal position affects recombination efficiency (ompC), and v) mutants with notable growth defects (surA, pal) to facilitate identification of double mutants exhibiting positive interactions.
The small subset of genes allowed us to array each recipient multiple times on the same plate so that we could assess reproducibility, compare different plate formats (384 vs 1536) and media [rich (LB) versus minimal (M9-glycerol)] and evaluate growth differences between reciprocal mutant pairs. Representative plates are shown for crosses of pseudo-Hfr pal::kan with the 12 chloramphenicol resistant (Cm R ) recipients arrayed in 1536 (128 replicas of each mutant; Fig. 2A & Supplementary Fig. 2A ) and 384 (32 replicas of each mutant; Supplementary Fig. 2C , E) formats. Note that growth in the self-mating pair (pal::kan × pal::cat) was negligible and comparable to that in the sterility control (red box in Fig. 2A ), arguing that false positives were rare. Several new synthetic lethal interactions were apparent: pal-ompA and pal-yfgL on M9 plates ( Fig. 2A & Supplementary Fig. 2C ), and pal-surA on LB plates (Supplementary Fig. 2A, E) . As the surA::cat clone used as recipient did not grow in minimal medium ( Fig. 2A & Supplementary Fig. 2C ), no inferences can be made about its interactions in M9 glycerol.
We quantified growth by obtaining an image of the plate and measuring pixel counts of the colony within a defined boundary. A key challenge is to distinguish differences that result from the growth properties of the double mutants from those arising from properties of the parental single mutants and from plate to plate variation. To do this, we used a dual normalization procedure to eliminate differences arising both from properties of the parental single mutants and from plate to plate variation. (Supplementary Fig. 3A & Supplementary Methods)18. In-plate (horizontal) normalization adjusts for growth differences between plates. Strain (vertical) normalization adjusts for growth and/or mating defects of the recipients. Comparison of raw and normalized data (Fig. 2B, Supplementary Fig. 2B , D & F) shows that strain normalization filters out the growth defect of pal mutants in M9 and the known deficiency of ompA mutants as mating recipients 19. The pal-ycbS and ompA-ycbS interactions scored as negative in the raw data were essentially neutral after normalization ( Supplementary Fig. 3B ). ~70% of the normalized scores exhibited acceptable standard deviations, i.e. within 25% of the plate mean (Fig. 2B, Supplementary Fig. 2B, D & F) . The larger error bars apparent in a few cases resulted from either pinning problems (basR-pal pair in LB1536; Supplementary Fig. 2A, B) or from suppressors of synthetic sick and lethal interactions (ompA-pal pair in LB384 and LB1536; Supplementary Fig. 2A , B, E & F); such suppressors were never evident in more than 10% of the colonies pinned.
To visualize all genetic interaction data simultaneously we generated heat maps. The normalized colony-size scores that deviated the most from the median score in each 12×12 matrix (Fig. 2C, D and Supplementary Fig. 4A-D) were denoted either as black (slower growing, negative genetic interactions) or red (faster growing, positive genetic interactions). Heat maps shown in Fig. 2C and D had data from both 384 and 1536 plate formats and reciprocally constructed double mutants, as the data were concordant ( Supplementary Fig.  4 ). We independently verified the 8 most reproducibly negative interactions, and 4 most reproducibly positive genetic interactions using established methodologies. These verification experiments confirmed all positive and negative interactions ( Fig. 2F-H & Supplementary Fig. 5 ) except for the two negative interactions that resulted from linkage effects: yraP-yraI separated by only 7.7 kilobases (synthetic lethal), and ompA-ycbS separated by 17.2 kilobases (synthetic sick). This verified an expected limitation of our methodology: recombination between closely linked markers is less frequent than that of markers that are far apart (see also linkage section below and Fig.  4C ). Each verified interaction exhibited at least 20% impaired or enhanced growth for both reciprocally constructed double mutants. Two previously described negative interactions, surA-degP20 and degP-yfgL21, provided validation for the efficacy of the method. Inability to reproduce the synthetic lethal genetic interaction for surA-yfgL22 was not due to failure of our methodology as it was also not reproduced by standard P1 transduction (data not shown), and may be due to strain and/or allele differences.
There were several differences between results in M9 glycerol and LB (Fig. 2C, D) , some of which have been validated (Fig. 2 E-H) , arguing that screening double mutants in a variety of conditions will be worthwhile. The LB-specific effects appear to reflect growth rate rather than rich medium per se, as decreasing growth rate by lowering the temperature to 30°C partially restored growth of these double mutants in LB (see degP-pal in Supplementary Fig.  5 ), consistent with previous work indicating that slower growth partially compensates for outer membrane defects 21.
Using GIANT-coli at the genomic level
To extend GIANT-coli to larger gene-sets, we developed methods to rapidly convert singlegene deletion mutants into Hfr donor strains. We created a "double male" strain ( Fig. 3A) , which transfers from two origins: 1) an upstream oriT in a pseudogene linked to a tetracycline resistance marker (tetAR; see Supplementary Methods); and 2) from the pseudoHfr linked to an ampicillin or gentamicin resistance marker (bla and gen respectively). When transfer initiates from the upstream oriT, the downstream pseudo-Hfr and its oriT are transferred efficiently, as assessed by acquisition of the adjacent antibiotic resistance marker (bla or gen). We mated the double male with the entire Keio collection arrayed in 384 format and selected Hfr versions of the Keio collection on ampicillin-kanamycin or gentamicin-kanamycin plates. The same methodology was successfully used to generate Hfr derivatives of several Cm R ASKA deletion mutants (data not shown).
An alternative approach employed a Chromosomal Integration Plasmid (CIP) to deliver the F-transfer region to various chromosomal locations. This plasmid is replicated from the Pi dependent R6K γ-ori and has the F transfer region, a ~300 bp of chromosomal homology, and a streptomycin-spectinomycin cassette for selection. CIPs are carried in a pir + recA − host where they replicate as plasmids but do not integrate. Upon transfer to a pir − , recA + F − strain, the plasmid integrates into the chromosome by homologous recombination (Fig. 3B  & Supplementary Methods) , simultaneously converting the F − strains into Hfr donors in a high-throughput manner (Takeuchi et al., unpublished data).
We tested whether we could recapitulate results from our 12 × 12 matrix when each strain is present only several times per plate by crossing Hfr::cat donors against the entire Kan R Keio collection, both in rich and minimal media. To our satisfaction, important quality controls were met: i) the self-mating control was always one of the most negative interactions on the plate (e.g. see Fig. 4A) ; ii) we recapitulated almost all genetic interactions discovered in our 12 × 12 matrix (e.g., pal-ompA produced a synthetic lethal interaction and pal-degP a neutral interaction on minimal medium; Fig. 4A) , and identified and verified many new ones (see Fig. 4B and Supplementary Table 2A for the results of the Pal screen on M9). We note that double mutants with a mucoid-slimy phenotype gave false readings in our screen (6 cases in the Pal screen on M9), since their colony size did not reflect their actual fitness. We are currently developing a program to identify such colonies, exclude them from our initial analysis and assign them a score reflective of extent of mucoidy.
Crossing several donors against the Keio collection gave sufficient data to make an initial assessment of the linkage cut-off of our methodology. To define linkage biases, we plotted interaction scores from 9×3985 (LB) and 14×3985 (M9) crosses as a function of the distance between genes in kilobases (kbs) (Fig. 4C) . Gene-pairs separated by less than 60 kb in M9 and 30 kb in LB displayed negative interactions that result from a decrease in recombination efficiency. The lower cut-off in LB may reflect greater recombination resulting from the multiple genomes present under those conditions. As many functionally related genes are arranged in operons in bacteria, it is important to determine double mutant phenotypes of genes that are in close proximity to each on the chromosome. To accomplish this, we will compare the interaction scores of closely linked genes to a standard linkage curve generated from the hundred thousand gene-pairs tested (similar to Fig. 4C ). This will allow us to distinguish whether the observed colony sizes differ significantly from the size predicted from the decreased recombination efficiency of closely linked genes.
Interestingly, the moderately separated ompA-ycbS pair (17.2 kb) gave more recombinants when the donor transferred the gene of the pair that is closer to oriT rather than the converse (i.e. more recombinants when the donor transferred ycbS than ompA; Supplementary Fig.  4A-D) . At present, we lack sufficient data to determine whether this asymmetry is a general rule.
The methodology described in this report can be modified to identify suppressors of conditionally lethal mutants. This new application can be broadly used as it requires hand pinning the Keio collection on a few plates, does not rely on quantitative analysis of large datasets and can be completed in 3 days. Here, the conditional lethal mutant is used as a donor strain and mated to the entire library of deletion mutants with the general protocol described above, except that the final double antibiotic selection plates contain an inhibitory compound or are incubated in the condition that unmasks the lethality of the donor. As a proof of principle experiment, we mated the conditional lethal yraP::cat strain with the Keio collection, selecting double recombinants able to grow in 3% SDS, the condition causing yraP − lethality22 (Fig. 4D and Supplementary Table 2B ). The same approach can be used to find suppressors of an essential gene. In this case the donor stain has an inactivated copy of the essential gene in the chromosome and a functional copy of this gene on a nonmobilizable plasmid that cannot be transferred to the recipient; double recombinants that grow identify suppressors that compensate for loss of the essential gene function.
DISCUSSION
The small dataset that we generated illustrates the great potential of this method to provide new information: quantitative genetic interaction analysis of only 66 reciprocal double mutants revealed 12 synthetic interactions (of which 10 are new), ranging from lethal to suppressive growth phenotypes. Genome-wide screens provided many additional candidates for genetic interactions. These results are in strong accord with the view that the paucity of documented genetic interactions in E. coli as compared to S. cerevisiae reflects differences in methodologies employed to search for such interactions, rather than fundamental differences in the genetic interaction networks of the these organisms.
Our initial findings only hint at the rich biology that remains to be uncovered by systematic exploration of synthetic relationships. Some of the interactions can be rationalized, such as the three positive interactions identified for the ompA mutant. SurA and to a lesser degree DegP are required for proper OmpA folding23, 24, while CpxR activates expression of DegP and DsbA25, 26, which are both required for proper OmpA folding24, 27. In all three backgrounds (cpxR − , surA − and degP − ) removing OmpA could decrease envelope stress caused by accumulation of misfolded OmpA. Likewise, some suppressors of the yraP mutant are also suggestive of compensation. Skp, a periplasmic chaperone, and DsbA and DsbB, which orchestrate disulfide-bond formation in the periplasm, may suppress because misfolding of a downstream target of these chaperones buffers the envelope defect of yraP − cells, possibly by relieving an imbalance in membrane composition. As no known DsbADsbB and Skp substrates28, 29 were identified as suppressors, an essential outer membrane protein targeted by those chaperones (e.g. Imp or YaeT), not present in our query set, may be responsible for this phenotype.
In contrast, the importance of Pal was unanticipated because its precise function(s) is unknown. Pal is an outer-membrane (OM)-associated lipoprotein that tethers the OM to the peptidoglycan (PG)30, an interaction believed to stabilize the OM. Pal is also the OM anchor of the 5-protein Tol-Pal system that bridges the inner and outer membranes31 and is energized by proton motive force32. This protein complex is highly conserved among gramnegative bacteria and has recently been implicated in ensuring proper OM invagination during division33. Six newly identified synthetic interactions in our 12 × 12 matrix involve pal, several in a growth-conditional manner (pal-ompA; pal-yfgL; pal-surA; pal-degP; palcpxR; pal-yraP). Furthermore the fact that our genome-wide screen with the pal mutant identifies many additional genetic interactions including the entire biosynthetic pathways for the core oligosaccharide of LPS (lipopolysaccharide) and ADP-L-glycero-β-manno-heptose (another precursor of the LPS inner core), the biosynthetic pathway for the enterobacterial common antigen and several additional envelope proteins of known and unknown function (Supplementary Table 2A ) suggests the possibility that the Tol-Pal system may be one of the central organizers of envelope functionality. The abundance of interactions identified for Pal illustrates the degree of information GIANT-coli can generate and gives a taste of its potential to provide insights into the function and integration of different cellular processes, when coherent data are collected and analyzed.
The addition of GIANT-coli to the genetic toolbox of E. coli ensures that systematic genetic interaction data can be rapidly accumulated and then interfaced with information from studies of individual pathways and regulatory systems as well as with large datasets including global phenotypic screens34, 35, protein-protein interaction data36, proteome chip data37, gene-expression profiling (Gene Expression Omnibus) and other forward genetics screens38, 39. We anticipate adapting this methodology to give additional readouts such as promoter activity (gfp or lacZ fusions), biofilm formation (Congo-red or calcofluor plates, crystal violet absorption), siderophore production (chrome azurol S plates), and growth inhibition (halo assays). Moreover, our goal is to extend GIANT-coli to other gram-negative and -positive bacteria. Hfr's have been successfully used in Salmonella and Shigella; slight variations of GIANT-coli can be employed in cases where Hfr's are not applicable, e.g. the marked gene deletion can be carried on a conjugative plasmid. We also want to develop a similar technology for naturally competent organisms (e.g. B. subtilis, S. pneumoniae, N. gonorrhoeae); preliminary experiments verify that DNA uptake can be used as a highthroughput approach to generate double mutants en masse in such organisms (M. Winkler, personal communication). Together, these methodologies should lead to rapid progress in discovery of gene function and network connections in the bacterial kingdom.
METHODS
A detailed description of strains used in this study and experimental procedures (growth conditions, array manipulations and data analysis procedures) can be found in Supplementary data online. A toolkit that facilitates the use of GIANT-coli in genome-wide analyses. A. Highthroughput conversion of an entire single-gene knockout F − library to an Hfr donor library. A double male strain is crossed with the Keio deletion library and a male (Hfr) Keio library is isolated by selecting on Amp-Kan or Gen-Kan plates (depending on whether the pseudoHfr locus is linked to gen or to bla). The entire process is carried out on agar plates. Transfer capabilities of a number of the newly generated pseudo-Hfr's have been validated. B. Targeted integration of F-transfer functions at different chromosomal loci. Conditionallyreplicating CIP vectors contain oriRγ (red circle), a ~40 kb BamH1 fragment of F (blue) including its 33 kb transfer region (dark blue) and oriT (blue circle), aadA, conferring streptomycin and spectinomycin resistance (violet) and ~300 bp of chromosomal homology (green). For pNTM3, the chromosomal region is from rhaM. CIPs are carried in a strain expressing the Π protein, which allows the plasmid to replicate from oriRγ. Upon mating to the F − Keio or ASKA deletion mutants, which lack Π, CIPs are unable to replicate; selection for streptomycin and/or spectinomycin resistance results in chromosomal integration dictated by the particular homology region present on the CIP. Supplementary Table 2B . Table 1 Reproduction of synthetic interactions detected in the 12×12 genetic interaction experiment. New synthetic phenotypes were recapitulated by reconstructing the double mutants with P1 transduction and then examining either colony size on plates (A) or growth rate in liquid (B). Synthetic lethal interactions were validated by examining co-transduction of a linked marker (C). In this technique, the P1 donor has a selectable marker closely linked to the first gene deletion being tested, and the recipient is either the wildtype strain or has the second gene deletion. When two mutations are synthetically lethal, co-transduction of the linked markers from the donor strain is never observed when the recipient is deleted for the second gene because all events bringing in the first gene deletion are lethal (see also Supplementary Table 1) . Nd = not-determined; lit = interactions reported in the literature. Negative and positive interactions are indicated respectively in bold and underlined fonts. yraP-yraI and ompA-ycbS were both recorded as synthetic sick-lethal in mating experiments, but this was due to linkage. 
